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, *t prrnty. Ciourtni t1 3nitrb tau
OCTOBER TERM, 1975

.

No. 74-1492

ti

WALTER E. WASHINGTON, et al., -
Petitioners,

V.
o

ALFRED E. DAVIS, et- al.,
Respondents.

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of -Columbia Circuit

mr

MOTION OF- EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE
FOR LEAVE TO VILE BRIEF AS AMIUS CURIAE

Educationa esting Service (hereinafter "ETS"). re-,
spectfully moves, pursuant to Rule '43( 3) of the Rules
of this Court, for leave to file the attached brief aNicas
curiae in this cne.. .

Petitioners and 'the United States h lye consented to
the filing of this Idef by letters dated 'November 14;
1975 and November 25, 1975, respectively. Respondents,'
by letter dated Decembef 4, 1975, refus'ed, to consent,.
ETS does not urge upon this Court. the disposition
sought, by either petitioners or respondents. Therefore,

id
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this motion and the attached brief, submitted before the
date for completion of briefing by the parties, are timely
presented to" the Court. See Rule 42(3),

ETS was chartered in 1947 under the 'Education Law
of the State of NeW York as a private,non-profit educa-
tional corporation.' ETS was organized by three major
educational orgleizations then actively involved in test -
i, the American council on Education, the College En-

,,trance Examination Board, and the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advncement of Teaching. These organizations
combined their existing testing functions to create a
single organization geared to meeting the increasing
measurement needs in various fields of education.

The current program of ETS :reflects both its initial,
charter and the substantial growth, in the testing and
measurement fields over the intervening decades. ET,S'
develops and administers a ,wide variety of tests for use
in employment selection and professional certification And
licensing, as well as for use in education. In the educa-
tional field, ETS tests cover a, wide variety of academic

`programs for elementary, secondary; college, and gradu-
'ate levels.' In the certification and licensing field, ETS
has developed nearly 30 different standardized examina-

The principal offices of ETS are located n Princeton, New
Jersey', and it maintains regional offices in Atlanta, Georgia;
I3erkeley, California; Los Angeles, California; Evanston. Illinois.'
Austin, Texas; San Juan, Puerto Rico; and Washington. D C.

For example. ETS developed and administers the Cooperative
Test4, for elementary and secondary school students, the College
Board Tests (including the Scholastic Aptitude Test) on behalf of
the College Entrance Examination,Board, and the Graduate Record
Examinations,' Law School Admissions Test and Admission Test
for Study in Busin6ss, pn behalf of the policy boards
representing the respective graduate and professional schools, for
prospective' graduate students.

4
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tions for professional and other occupational fields.' In-
cluded among these are two tests developed for use in
selecting policemen.' ETS, also offers advisory and in-
structional programs for educators, test users and the
general public.

ETS has had one limited contact with this case\ in the
proceedings below. Two current ETS employees, Dr. Al-
bert P. Maslow and Dr. David M. Nolan, furnished affi-
davits that were submitted and relied on by petitioners
in the District Court. At the time the affidavits were
'submitted, Dr. ,Nolan was Director of the ETS Wash-
ington Office, -and Dr. Maslow was employed by the
United States Civil Service Commission.' These affidavits
expressed professional judgMents on the validity study
submitted by petitioners, principally as to the usefulness

1 These professional fields include actuarial workarchitecture,
engineering. law, nursing, obstetrics, ophthalmology, podiatry,
radiology, respiratory therapy, social work and teaching. The.
otcupational fields include automobile repair, laboratory technology,
banking, firefighting, foreign 'service, hospital fhiancial Manage-
ment. met' ant marine officer's work, insurance, furniture ware-
housing. stirek brokerage. electrical contracting, optical work, and
real estate sales and brokerage.

One was recently developed at the request of the Department
of Personnel of the City of Philadelphia. The test measures spe-
cific cognitiNe abilities that were related to performance of police
work through job analyses by both measurement and police pro-
fessionals. The test has been ,Moth content and concurrently vali-
dated and ETS has recommended further validation during oper-
ational administration. A second test was developed at the request
of the International Association ofShiefs of Police for use by
local police 'departments around the country. The test measures
specific intellQctual abilities that have been related to police work
through joi") analyses by both measurement and police professionals
and has been the subject of content validation as well as concur-
rent validation in four different locales. Neither of these tests is
similar to the test arissti in this case, However, the analysis used
by this Court to determine the "job-retatedness" of this test might
affect the use of the police selection tests developed by ETS.

DrMaslow has since joined the ETS staff as Director of the
Center for Occupational-and Professional Assessment in Princeton,
N.J.

a
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of training success as a criterion for test validation and
whether. in light of the findings of the validity study,
the test at issue' discriMinates against blacks. These affi-
davits were made by the" affiants in their individual ca-
pacities as measurement experts; Dr. Nolan did not sub-
mit his affidavit as a representative of ETS. ETS- does
not endorse t e testimony of either affiant as reflecting
its corporate position with respect to This case. N .

ETS' interest in this case' arises oqt of its extensive
experience in developing and validating standardized
tests fin- employment selection and other purposes and
its concern that the applicable legal standards be work-
able and fair. In particular, ETS is concerned with the
analysis employed in determining whether Test 21, used
by the Metropolitan Police Department of the .Digtriet
bf Columbia in selecting among applicants for-entry level
positions, is "job -related." The ,requirement of job-re-
latedness is a legal standard of broad applicability to a
variety of fact situations and, as such, it is important
that considerable care be used in articulating its mean-
ing- and scope. ETS' interest in this legal issue ,is dis-
tinct from that of either of the parties, and the attached
a in ic us Ca riae brief is limited to questions of law perti-
nent to this issue that. may not be presented adequately
by the parties.

As reflected in the papers filed below and by their
initial brief to this C,Ourt, petitioners have an expansiNq
view of the role of technical evidence of test validation
in determining whetlwr a particular test is 'ob-related.
They urge that a validity study of the tes them
confirms both the validity of the test under profes onaI
measurement standards and its job-relatedness tin er
legal standards.

As indicated by their papers filed below, the respond=
ents have a different but similarly expansive view of the

4
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role of test validation. Respondents criticize the study
offered by petitioners in numerous respects. Underlying
their position is the view that technical validation data,
uting only one of several professionally accepted meth-
ods, constitute not only the preferred but virtually the
only acceptable evidence of job-relatedness.

ETS has a different viewone which, perhaps para-
doxically, assigns a less dispositive role to statistical
.validation evidence. ETS' experienee,im-eoftstruaing, ad-
ministering., scoring and evaluating a wide variety of
tests related to employment licensing, certification and
selection indicates that statistical evidence of test valid-
itY cannot be substituted for basic analytical judgments
abmit fairness and _rationality. ETS ,recognizes, how-
ever. that statistical and other evidence of teit validity is
important to both Professional and legal' judgments about
the Use of a particular test. ETS believes that this func-
tion can and should be defined with particularity. In the
attached o»?ieys curio(' brief ETS presents a framework
that utilizes technical evidence of test validity in an ap-
propriate balance with the analytical judgments about
fairness and rationality needed to implement properly
the concept of job-relatedness wider Title VII:

For thereasons'stated" above, ETS respectfully requests-
that this Motion for Leave to File Brief as Amicus
Curiae be, g-ra nt

December 19, 1975.

Respectfully submitted,

HOWARD P. WILLENS
DEANNE C. SIEMER
THEODORE S. SIMS
Attorneys for

Educational :Testi-ng. err we

1 4
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ALFRED E..DAVIS, et al.,
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BRIEF AMICVS CURIAE FOR
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Two questions are prqented for review in this case.
The first ,is whether a prima facie case of racial ,dis-
crimination in the use of Test. 21, has been established
by the statistics presented by .respondents. If so, the
second question is whether Test 21 is sufficiently job-
related to be legally permissible in selecting among po-
tential employees.

I .)
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This brief deals only with the second question. It does
not discuss the holding of the Court of Appeals that the
affirmative efforts of the Metropolitan Police bepartinent
of the District of Columbia (hereinafter the "Depart-
ment") to recruit black officers and its success in so do-
ing are irrelevant to respondents' showing that Test 21
had a disparate impact. ETS recognizes that this Court's
disposition of the first question mad render it unneces=
nary to reach the issue discussed in this brief.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The issue discussed in,this brief arises on the folld-W-
ing fa&s. Test 21, of which the record contains three -
versions, App. 209-31, 232-55, 256-78,' is a test of verbal
ability developed by the United States Civil Service Com-
mission. App. 187. It has been used by the Department
in selecting applicants for many rears and, for approxi-
mately 20 years, a score of 40 right answers out of, 80
questions has been the minimum acceptable grade. App.
191. Whites achieve the requisite score'on Test 21 in a
greater proportion than blacks... App. 32-35,

A 1967 study conducted by David L. rutransky, a
Civil Service Commission employee, in cooperation with
the ,Department ( the "Futransky Study"), inquired into
the relationship between applicant scores,on Test 21 and
various aspects of ,subsequent performance. App. 99-
109. it used a method referred to by psychologists as
"criterion-related" validation. The criteria selected by
Mr. Futransky were of two'general types: recruit bschool
performance criteria and on-the-job perfoi ance 'criteria.
The only recruit school performance-cr rion available
was the finll average score' achieved eight str1;ject-i
matter examinations. There were five on-the-job perform-
ance criteria available: supervisors' ratings, commendtr-
tions, promOtions, disciplinary proceedings and' k)ara-

,.

' References to the Appendix to' Petitioperg' Brief are desig-
nated "App."; those to the Appendix to the Petition for Writ of
Certiorari are designated "CA."

1.6
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tionf, Mr. Futransky- grouped commendations and pro-
motions. into a single criterion called positi\ e incidents
of performance; and also grouped ,low supervisory rat-
ings,. disciplinary' proceedings and separations into a
single criterion called negative.incidents .of performance:
He performed the criterion-related \alidity. study by com-
paring scores on Test 21 to each of these criteria to
determine the statistical correlation with these various
measures.

The Futransky Study suggested, with respect to white
recruits, the existence, of positive' correlations between
high scores on Test 21 and subsequent ,high job perforrn-
ance ratings, App. 106-07; positive correlation's between
scores oh Test 21 and positive, performance inci-
dents, App. 109; negative correlations between scores
on Test 2.1 and negative kierformance incidents, App.
108 ; and positive, correlations between performance in
the Department's training curriculuM,*as measured by
final Averages of scores on written examinations, andfinal

job performance ratings. App. 104-06. For
black recruits, the Futransky Study did not disclose
lar correlations. ,App. 104-09.. Even for write recruits,
the Futransky Study did not disclose, aild it was not pos-
sible to inter from 'the study, whether the correlations
for whites weif'e based on sufficiently' refined analysi's to
he meaningful, App: 181, or whether the job perform-,
ance ratings used as a .criterion them elves rrreaningfully

,reflected actual job performance. App. .30:z 1$2, 207.
,Both courts below proceeded on the assumption that Test

,

.

One oh.vious problem with the criternon of superisois' ratings
is that It included all positive ratings :( i through L.1) *161 ex-
eluded the 0 rating even' thoUgh that rating roorez.e,nted ;'c the

.or competent" performance App 10t. Inchigion- of thp 0 rating
within an index of "successful" on- the -job pvifoimance might ma-
terially affect the statistical.outcOne if the study.

,4
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21 had not been shown by the Futransky Study to pre-
dict overall job performance., CA. 17a, 49a

The Futransky Study did establish, however, that high
scorers on Test 21, both blacks and whites, were more
likely, to do well on written examinations administered
during the course of the Department's training curricu-
lum for new recruits ( hereinafter `;.Recruit School" ) .

it the time Of the Futransky Study, Recruit School' was
of twelve weeks" duration. App. 102:41u;e,>,...e.p.
siyllabus of the ,fecruit training ciTrriculum reflects
that Recruit School had been expanded as of 1971 to

seventeen weekS including two weeks of mid-ctirriculum
, on- the -jQb training. App. 112. Of -the. approximately
608 hotirs of total instruction during Recruit School,
approximatl. 390 hours I or some'what over 2 months I
are devoted to classroom instruction. App. 112-13.

The two classroom-oriented portions of the curriculum
are the "Police Operations Section" and "Laws ,and Docu-

-.nielits Section:" App, 114-15. Significant portions of
the Police Operations Section are devoted to understand-
ing the "Police INIanuaW ( 18 hours of classroom instruc-
tion) and to "Report Writing and Report Writing p-
view" ( 42 hours, of classroom instruction r. App. 122-
31. Principal topip ,covered in the LaWs and DocuMents
Portion of the 'curriculum include the District of Co-
lumbia Code 136 hours), Police Regulations 117, hours ),
Traffic Regulations (23 hours ) , Alcoholic Beverage Con-
trol Laws 111 hours ) , ,.the Rules of Evidence (20 hOurs
mid the La NN- 'of Arrest; Search and Seizure ( 40 hours).
App. 135-55: Written examinations are administered

'.The afliclax its reflect ,some .dispute, which neither court below
regarded as pertinent, as to whether the ,tFutransky Study estab-
lished that' Test 21 dud not predict job 'performance ratings, posiliNe
performance incidontg or negatnc perforpiam incidCnts for, black

officers, App. 54-55, or whether it -,W.as, simply inconclusm on this
score. App. 181.
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upon completion of instruction in each of these topics,
App. 123, 131, 141, 144, 148, 155; see App. 1 6, and
each trainee is required to score 75 percent or ter.
Those who fail an examination in a particular area re
given such additional assistance._ or instruction as m v
be necessary for them to achieve an''' sing grade. Ap
102. In this way, Recruit School failures e prevented.'

The Futransky Study examined the correlatio tween
(scores on Test 21 and final averages achieved uring

Recruit School. It found that, for both black and white
recruits. those who scored higher on Test 21 were more
likely to graduate from Recruit School with a final aver-
age of 85 or more.' The correlations were, from a
statistical -s-tanclpoint, significant for both blacks and
whites. App. 190'.9-1.,

On these facts, respondents. intervening plaintiffs in
the District Court, moved for partial summary judgment.
In addition to an affidavit assessing the impact of Test 21,
respondents' Motion was based on the affidavits of two
testing professionals to the effect that scores on Test 21
did not correlate with ratings of overall jobverform-
ance. App. 49-57. Petitioners responded with a Cross-
Motion for Summgy Judgment, based largely on affi-
davits of testing profesionals to the effect that Test 21
hid hen 'validated' as predicting relative ability to master
the substance of the Department's Recruit School cur-
riculum. App. 172-208: The District Court__ ruled in-
favor of "petitioners. The Court of Appeals reversed.

The Ft?tiansky Study, which observed without elucidation that
'Talkie to complete Recruit School is, for all practical purposes,

non-exNtent." App. 100, is the only evidence for this conclusion.

App. 102-0:I.-While one of respondents' experts suggested that
the ,;igniticanee of the data disclosed by the Futransky Study was
"confounded" the absence of evidence of whether the final aver-
ages were, fur 'eel tuts who. had faded, one or more of the written

lia.ed on the first or sukequent taking, the record discloses
that they were in fact based on initial taking. App. 176, 181.

1 9
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After holding that the respon'fitqlk, had /bade out a ifort
fa'-u, case of discriminationi: in th---tise of test 21, it
held that petitioners hall not estaglished test...to 1-).

"job-related," expre,;sing "grave doubts" 170-.K.hether
validation Ftf an,e,rap,Wzment tea _against perforrri
in a "training program" cotirretthe, appliQa-
bre legal requirements.

INTEREST OF AmLcus-eritr.

Educational Te-sting Serv,

ice is a private, non-profit
educational corporation etigaged primarily in the develop-
ment, administration,, and scoring of. standardized teas
in many fields. ETS, prepares tests to be ps6d for em-
ployment selection purposes, including tests to be used
for selection of policemen. The specific interest of ETS
in this case is detailed in the accompanying Motion for
Leave to File Brief As Amieus Curiae.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Analysis of the requirement of job-relatedness under
Title VII of the civil Rights Act of, 1964, as amended,
42 U.S.C. 2000e ctseq..las been contused by the failure. to consider separately the two principal issues compre-
hended by this requirement and by the tendency to utilize

:"-4 4:chnical evidence of test validation alone to measure
coN,iance with hale legal requirements of fairness and,
ratimilidity in classifications made for employment .selec-
tion plIrposes.

Courts should '''(!"der first the issue of whether the
know ledge, skills or oiler attributes used by an employer
o clas,ify prospective employees are fair and rational

ba s for selection decisions. Employers should be per-
mitt to meet this threshold requirement of job-related-
ness l;:c.:Tkinonstrating that the knowledge, skills or other
attributes to be measured in prospective eenployee,s are, a

0



fair sample of those required in overall job performance
or that they are key elements of job performance, the
absence of which will create a substantial risk of non-
success on the job. -If an employer elects t-o- utilize key
elements. that procedure ,should be permitted at each
stage of a multi-stage employment process, such as one
ctilizing a training program, in the same 'fashion as it
is permitted in a single stage employment process. These
judgments are largely independent of any test validatfon
process, and .should be made by assessing all the relevant
evidence' under traditiOnal judicial standardstf reason
al ness and fairness.

Aftei ,,termining that a measure .of job performAnce
hi. selected kc.v elemAts may properly, be used as a, basis
for emploment selection, the courts should then turn to
the separate question of the fairness and rationality of
any standardized. tests use4. Etsidence of test validity
-may s be useful in making these judgments. although there
is no single measurement of test validitty or preferred
evidence by which the fairness 'aTdd rationality of the
use of a particular test can be assessed under all cir-
cumstances. The legal standards for deterinining the ap-
propriateness .. of test use should avoid prescription of
any one peth2d of test validation and should be stated
so as to perniit the deelopment of ne* techniques and
appropriate combination of ,established , techniques.

such an, analysis of, the job-relatedness requirement
is fully consistent \\,'ith this Court's decisions and appli-.
cable legal and professional 'standards. Both the District
Court and the Court of Appeals in this case failed to
.eparate the two distinct issues involved in the determi-
nation. of job-relatedness. Both courts over-generalized
with ref4peet to the applicable legal standards and.failed
to consider important evidentiary links in the chain of
proof e-tablishing job-relttedn6ss in a niulti-stage ern-

,
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ployment selection process. Further elucidation of the
jub=relatedness requirement by this Court is both

arrcl.appropriate on the basis of the record in this
case.

ARGUMENT

I. THE ANALYSIS OF.JOBRELATEDNES SHOULD
DISTINGUISH BEI4WEEN THE APPROPRIATE-
NESS OF THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS OR OTHER.
ATTRIBUTES USED BY XN EMPLOYER.TO CLAS-
SIFT PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES AND THE AP-
PROPRIATENESS OF ANY STANDARDIZED TEST
USED TO MEASURE THOSE ATTRIBUTES,

This case provides an opportunity for this Court to
elaborate further the requirement of "job-relatedness".
established in Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424
11971 ). and Albemarle paper Co..v. Moody, 422 US. 405
119751, Such elaboration is necessary to establish an
analytical framework within which speCific problems
raised by individual cases can be coherently and con-
sistently resolved.

Neither Griggs; nor .-1/boitorjc required a detailed in-
ciljir into the substance of the job-relatedness require-
meat: '_In Grigg s, the employer used two verbal 'aptitude
tests to select employees for the operating divisions of a
steam generating plant. The only evidence offered by the
employer to prose that the tests were work-related was a
vague managerial judgment that greater verbal ability
"generally would improve the overall quality. of the work
force." 401 U.S. at 131. This Court held that Title VII
prohibits the use of "an employment practice which op-
erates to exclude. Negroes [and which] cannot'be shown
to be, related to job performance." Id. ,Since there was
no showin of any relatioAip of verbal ability to job
performance, the Court needed to examine the job-related-
ness requirem'ent no further to conclude that, under the

2
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'circumstances disclosed by the recordF the use of these
verbal aptitude tests was improper under Title VII.

In Albemarle, the emplOyer used general vePbal apti
tide tests in selecting applicants for employment in the
operating divisions of a paper mill. After the decision
in Griggs, the employer engaged, an industrial psycholo-
gist who attempted to develop evidence of job-relatedness.
The resultant study compared scores achieved on the
tests by incumbent employees with, supervisors' ratings
of those employees' as to overall on-the-job performance.
The theory was that if Iligh verbal aptitude scores cor-
related well kith high supervisory ratings, the necessary
job-relatedness would be established whether or not any
particular level of verbal aptitude was actually requir'ed
for the job. This Court found the validation study to be
defective in a number of basic respects and concluded
that, since the minimal relationship .sought to be proved
could not be supported by the study, and no other evi-
dence was offered? the requirement of job-relatedness had
not been met. On the facts in Albemarle, the Court was
not required to examine the nature of the relationship

..ought to .be proved or to consider evidence other than
the test validation study.

As increasingly complex cases in the employment test-
ing'field come before4he courts, it becomes highly desir-
able for this 'Court to`articulate further' the standards
for determining whether the basic !job-relatedness" re-
quirement has been met. Properly construed, the deter-
mination whethet' a particular test challenged under
Title is ."job related ",-requires answers to two, basic
questions: 11 Has the employer selected an attribute or
skill to be measured! which is reasonably related to likely
success (pr laek of success) on the job? and 2) If so,
is the te:1t at issue properly designed and' used to meas-
ure. the particular attribute selected by the employer?
Examination of -these two questions will assist in sharp-

23
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ening the relevant issues and in defining n'oprhite
roles for the test validation expert and the court in mak-
ing the required "Sob-relatedness" determination., Su eh
an analysis is not only consistent with Griggs and Albe-
marle but is also supported by the relevant' professional
guidelines set out ,by the American Psychological Asso-
ciation '; and the relevant legal guidelines set out by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.'

A. Employers Should Be Permitted to Meet the
Threshold Requiremegt of Job-Relatethiess by
Demonstrating a Legitimate Interest in One or
More Key Area4 of Knowledge, Skill' or Other
Attributes.

The requirement of job-relatedness as first articulated
by the courts, understandably described job performance
in general terms. Many employers assess their employ-
ees with respect to their overall competence in perform-
ing the tasks required by the job, frequently by refer-
ence to the observations of supervisors. A number of
Iciwer courts, in describing the job-relatedness require:.
ment under Title VII, have used the phrase ",,overall job
performance" as' the standard'to which any selectithi
technique must be related.' Although it is plain that a

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. STANDARDS FOR EDUCA-
TIONAL AND PSYCIrOLOGICAL TESTS (T974) (hereinafter the "A PA
STANDARDS" . The APA STANDARDS are, a re'vision of the STAND-
ARDS FOR EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MANUALS
(1966), referred to at 29 C.F.R. § 1607.5(a).

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.. "Gruidelines on
Employee Selection Procedures,6 29 C.E.R. § 1607 et sap. (1971)
( hereinafter' the "EEOC' Guidelines:").

Sec United States 'City of Chicago, 385 E. Sup0. 543, 555-56
N.D. 111. 1974 : Vulcan Soc'y of N. Y. Eire Dept. v. '.S.(' , 360

E. Supp. 1265. 1272-54 (S.D.N.Y. ),,aff'd in racrant part, 490 F.2d
387 (2d ('ir. 1973). CJ. Smith v. City of E. Cleveland, 363 E. Supp.
1131. 1148 (N.D. Ohio 1973), re?fd on- other grounds sub nwn.
Smith v. Troyan, 520 F.2d 492 (6th C)r. 1975). Many cases did not

2
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measure of overall performance may provide an accept-
,

able basis for establishing the necessary fob- relatedness,
any suggestion that such a measure is indispensable to
establish job-relatedness should be rejected by this Court.
The legitimate interests of employers and the existing
legal precedents demonstrate that alternative means, re-
lying on key .elements of job performance rather than
on overall assessments of success, are equally permissible
and desirable under Title VII.

1. There is a leg mate interest in focusing on pne
or more keyeleth ntsof job performance.

An ernilloyer's principal legi imate purpose in classify-
ing persons at any point during the process of employ-
ment selection is to maximize the chances of selecting
those persons who are likely to be successful at their jobs
and to minimize the risk of selecting those who are not.''
In many employment situations, 'attempting to maximize
the ,chances of selecting successful: employees involves a
different, and more difficult, assessment than minimizing
the risks of selecting those who are likely to be unsuccess-
ful. Because of the difficulties in defining overall suc-
cess, employers frequently find it useful to identify one
or more key elements of ,job proficiency the absence of

reach this question simply because there .1% as little or no eidence
of job-relatedness at all. E.g., Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Mem-
bers of Bridgeport C.S.('., 354 F. Supp. 778, 790-93 (D. Conn.) ,

aff'd in rarrant part, 482 F.2d 1333 (2d ('ir. 1973 ) ; Chance v. 13d.
of Examiners, 330 F. Supp.. 203, 216-19 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), aff'd,
458 F 2(1 1167, 117.1 ( 2d Cir. 1972) ; Kirkland v. N.\ State D.C.S.,
374-F, Supp 1361, 1372-76 (S.D.N.Y. 197.1), aff'd 520 F.2d 420 '2d
Cir. 1975).

A classilkation can be fair, if it pros ides some reasonable level
of certain0 that, as the standard is applied to a group of prospec-

e candidates, the decisions made taken as a vv hole will sere
legitimate employer objectives. No classification call ensure that
cvery individual decision using the criterion will be correct in
terms of the legitimat6 purpose.

25
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which increases the risk that a prospective employee will
not. perform successfully.

Successful overall job performance is frequently' diffi-
cult to define. Various combinations of individual
strengths can overcome various combinations of individ-
ual weaknesses. Thus,, it is difficult to agr on some
meaningful measure 'of. overall job success ev n for jobs
requiring.fairly si 1ple skills:

"For, example, the success of production workers
might be gauged in terms, of the number; of units of
work turned- out per Ilay, the proportion, of Com-
pleted units that pass inspection, wastage; and main-
tenance of tools 'and equipment. Clerks Alight be
rated by their l.uperiors, in, terms. of quantity of
work, accuracy, .and, initiative. . . . ['In most .cases
no single criterion can be taken to give a' complete
description of job success because each of- them
measures some important ind pertinent,phase of per-
formance."'

Even 'for relatively simple jobs, the variety. of ways in
which proficiency is defined niay depend on different and,
more importantly, unrelated characteristics:

"The fast typist may not necessarily be--the most
accurate, and the bus operator who has the, fewest
accidents may not be the one who best maintains
his schedule. So questions arise as to 'whether such
unrelated kinds of performance can be meaningfully

" B.g., E. OHISELLI, 'Tilt VALIDITY ,OF OCCUPATIONAL APTITUDE
TESTS 22-23 (1966) (hereinafter cited -as "GitisELLt"). See also
L CitoNaAcki, ESSENTIALS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 113-16 (:Trd
0(1 1071) ( hereinafter kited as "CRoNBACH) ; A. ANASTASI, PSY-1
cHOLoGicAL TESTING 417 (3rd ed. 1968) (hereinafter cited as
"ANASTASI" 1 ; R. T ItORNDIKE & E. HAGEN, MEASUREMENT AND
EVALUATION IN PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUcAT(ON' 234 (1955) therein-
after cited as "THORND1KE & HAGEN"),

"6 ,,
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combined into a single over-'all 'index of job suc-
cess." "

It is even clearer for' more complex jobs that:

"Success is never unidimensional. Partibularly in
.high-level positions, there are many patterns of suc-
cess. Teachers, for example, may. excel in different
ways: one develops into a friend-and counselor for
youth, one stimulates independent thinking in the
few brightest students, one overcomes the blockings
that cause failure among weak students. To try to
score these, types of performance on a single scale
is pointlessone loses information. . ."12

Similar problems inhere in the implementation of meas-
ures of overall job success even when they are available.
Tor example, supervisory ratings used to assess overall

GIIISELLI at 23. See also CRONBACII at 443-44.

CRONBACII at 443. See Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Members
of Bridgeport C.S.C., 354 F. Supp. 778 (D. Conn.), aff'd in, relevant
pay 1, 482 F 2d 13:13 ( 2d Cir. 1973), where, in considering the job-
relatedness of a test used to select pqlice recruits, the Court ob-

ed that :
0

"1W lith jobs of ttriore complexity, especially those requiring
exercise of judgment, there is not likely to be agreement on
which criteria are truly Indicative of successful jOb perform-'
ance, nor has the art of elaluation acquired such precision that
measurements of job per6)rmance can always be readily' or
accurately made." :154 F. Supp. at 789.

Sur also Castro v. Beecher, 3:14 F. Supp. 930 (D. Mass. 1971),
(///,'d in part and reed in part, 459 F.2d 725 (1st, (:ir. 1972) :

"One might hazard a guess that reliable aptitude tests cannot
be dt signed for candidates for the Presidency, Congress, the
Supreme Court and many lesser public and private 'offices. The
reasons include . . the greater significance of integrity,
stiength of charae0v, aLtractie personality, emotional sta-
bilit, NIS(10M, judo-lent, sympathy, social imagination, haul-

"' tion, common sense *d good fortune." 334 F. Supp. at 942-
4'.1, n.9.

t
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performance on many less complex jobs may -frequently
be biased and suspect.' -

The risks of non success, however, are easier to define
conceptually and -ultimately easier to measure. Almost
every job involvts one or more key elemepts:either par-
ticular knowledge, skills, abilities, personal characteris-,
tics, or other attributeswhich, if absent in a prospective
employee, !increase stlbsfantially the risks of non-success.
Examples are readily' available: the prospective biology
teacher \silo his an effective classroom manner, relates
well to parents and keeps records efficiently-but who
lacks basic knowledge of biology; the prospective engi-
neer who has the requisite knowledge of mathematics
and engineering principles, is skilled in the handling of
measurement and drafting tools, has the verbal ability
to communicate with others, but who cannot read basic
blueprint's; the prospective bank teller who can do 'the
computations required, operate the Office machinery, and
deal with the public but whose persdnality is such, that
gambling is an irresistibly attractive activity. In each
of these ,cases, and in many others, the assessment of
candidates in terms of an important 'dimension of work
performance can assist 'an employer, in identifying those
for whom the risk of non-success is relatively high."

T1101{",,DIKE & IIACEN at 224 ; CONBACTI at 571-74 : Brito v. Zia
Co.. 478 F.2d 1200. 1206-07 (10th Cir. 1973) Vulcan Soe'y of
Fire Dept. . ('.S.C., 490 F.2d 387, 395 & n.10 (2d (jr. 1973 ).

"See Castro v. Beecher, 334 F Surip. 930, 943 & n.9 (D. 711.1ass.
1071), afffd in relevant part, 459 14.2d 725 ( 1st Cir. 1972 ) ("It would
not be astonishing to learn that the most that intelligence or apti-
tude tests can lie counted upon -to accomplish is to winnow out the
obi iou sly i ncompet t police candidates.") ; Pennsylvania v. O'Neill.
318 F. Shipp. 1084, 1091 F.D. Pa. 1972),,aff'd by pn 'egagdivid(W
court, 473 F.2d 1020 (3rd ('ir. 1973) ( en bane) ("rjrrestingfrexperee
can reach judgments as to whether some applicants May be so tibNi-

6 4
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Tests, may as a practical matter be more useful in
assessing, applicants in terns. of particular characteris-
tics for-which an employer may have a legitirnate con-
cern. Tests can be related in a more meaningful way to
particular work-related proficiencies or aptituaes." than
to overall job success. 'Ultimately it may be possible to
combine a series of tests for, particular job-related, char-
acteristics into batteries that may provide a more corn-
prehensive appraisal of individual applicants.' But the
development of an overall battery, for even a single job

az- or class of jobs, may be an expensive and protracted
process,'' which even then has practical limitations whigh
not all employers can afford- to hear."

Consequently, there is a practical need, particularly
for employers that make hiring decisions frequently, to
be able to appraise potential candidates in terms of

'ously unqualified on the basis of their performance on the examina-
tion that their acceptance on ,the police force would not assist in
the validation of a passing, grade and/or would constitute an un-
acceptable risk.")

"'See, e.g., ANASTASI at 424-34.

"; See, e.g., CRONBACII at 417-21.

" See ANASTASI at 413-26; CRONBACII at 410-17. See also
Buckner v. Goodyear Tire and,Rubber Co., 339 F. Stipp. 1108 (N.D
Ala. 1972), off'd., 47q, F.2d 1287 (5th Cir. 1973).

1" E.g., CRONBACII at 414-21443-44.

" As one authority observed, in Order to develop an appropriate
test battery the U.,S. Air Force;

"went to the trouble of sending through training a 1300-man
random sample of all eligible recruits, even thOugh they knew
in advance that the majority would fail.... .

"The Air Force took costly risks in sending an unselected
group into training. Neither the employer nor the public wants
to ;et, unscrecned men in responsible positions. The employer
tied by seniority rules may properly refuSe to hive low scorers
that he will be unable. to get rid of. All the costs, obvious and
'hidden. must be weighed in deciding on the proper scale and
duration of a tryout:: CRONBACII at 412.

29



employmett-related characteristics more narrowly de-
fined than overall job ,success. A classification of poten-
tial employees using rationally selected and defensible
key elements of job performance.sercces the same legiti-
mate purpose as atIclassification based on measures re-
lated to-overall job performance and both methods hould
be equally acceptable under Title VIL

2. Use of key' areas of knoivledge, skill or other,
attributes as criteria for classifying employees '.
"is. consistent with 'existing case precedent, arid
guidelines.

11
The foundation of this approach wAs recognized by

ur this Court in Albe7narle Rajdei Co..v. Noody, 422 U.S.
405, '433 (19751, when it faulted the eMployer's assess-
ments of employee performance because there was ne.
evidence -that they were sufficiently related "to the Corn-
pany's 'legitimate, interest in job-specific abilit, j . . .

Emphasis added.)

The EEOC Guidelines also recognize the propriety of
classifying potential employees on the basis of:

"important elements of work behavior which 'come.
prise or are relevant to the job o1 jobs for which
candidates are being evaluated."2°

-Elsewhere, the Guidelines explicitly provide that:

''The work behaviors or other criteria of -employee
adequacy, which the test is intended to -predict or
identify . . may include measures other than actual
work proficiency,' such as training tithe, 'supervisory

"29 C.F.R. § 16 7.4(c ). This provision of the EFOC Guidelines
was endorsed by this Court in Albenzorle. dn 1.11S. at 431.

3 0
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rating., regularity of attendance and tenure." 29
§ 1607.5( b i3).

It is reasonably dea that the Guidelines do not 'purport
-to 'exhaust the range of permisSible work-related, beta -
viors

V,

for which an employer may legitimately be colt-.
cerned. Instead, they provide generally that:

"Whatever criteria are used they must represent
major or critical work behaviors as revealed by care-
ful job analyses." 29 C.F.R. § 1607.5 b 131.

Moreover, the Guidelines do not condjtion test .1.1e on the
development of batteries designed to provide a- compre-
hensi,e candidate evaluation. They prOide only that a
test must be a valid measure of -"at least one relevant
criterion" of work-relate,d importance.".

The professional' guidelines malse a, similar provision
for selecting key. elements: ,

"Test users might define the performance domain
. in terms of appropr4ately detailed and compre-,
hensive- job analyses . . . The' performance do-
main,Ould need definition in terms of the ,objectives
of Measurement. restricted perhaps to critical,
most frequent, or prerequisite-, wOrk behaviors."

' ,APA STANDARDS at 29:

,This" approach tg the use of standardized tuts is re=
fleeted in United' States v. North Carolina, 400 F Stipp.
343 1'975) three-judge court, where the
court conside'red a challenge to the use of tests in, certify-
ing-prospective teachers. In that case the state had note

+<

29 ( 1607.5cc) (1). The Guidelines caution. however, that
:where an emploser uses "a single test as the sole selection di\ ice'
use of the test "will be scrutidizect clok;ely wiled that test is valid
against on l one component of job performance."-29 C.F R. §1607.5,
(c)(1).,

1
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performed any job analysis for the job of teaching and
had not attempted any assessment of candidates for eer7
tification that related to overall job perforinanc-e-.---The
court held that:

"[I] t is bejOrid argument that-the State of North
Carolina has the right to [single out the key element
of knowledge and] adopt academic requirements and
written achievement tests designed and validated to
disclose the minimum amount of know ledge neces-
sary to effective teaching." 22

The court diStinguished between the ernPlornent selec-
tion and certification proCesses, poiriting out that an em-
ployer may select only the best ffom among qualified can-
didates while -a certifying authority must certify all

`those who are minimally c,ompetent. 400 F. Supp. at 350.
However, the court pointed out thatithe requirement of a
job-related criterion by Which to make the classification
is the same in both cases. '400 F. Supp. at 351 n.8.

The threshold question whether an employer has iden-,
.tified a sufficiently -important work-related 'attribute is
largely independent of technical questions of test valida-
tion. Indeed, the propriety of selecting employees on the
basis of any particular attribute does not depend on,
whether Chat attribute is appraised by a test.

22 400 F. Supp. at 348; 'citing other Cases in which particular
knowledge had be$ singled out as the criterion on which a classi-.
fication' was based: Dent v, West Virginia, .129 U.S. 114 ( 188;))'

: Stephens v. Dennis, 293.F. Stipp. 589 (N.D. Ala. 1968)
(pharmacy); Lombardi v. Thum, 47-0 F.2d 798 (1st -Cir. 1972).
cert. denied, 412 U.'S. 919 (1973) (law) ; Graves'v. 'Minnesota, 272
U.S. 425 (1926) 1dentistry); Williamson v. Lee Optical- Co., 34$
n.S. 483 (,1955) (optometry) ; England v. Louisiana Bd. of
Medical Examiners, 246 F. Supp, 093 (E.D. La. 1965), aff'd 71V111.,
384 U.S. 885 ( 1966 ) (chiropractic medicine); and Milner Burson,.
320 F. Supp. 706 (N.D. qa ,1970.) (driver training instruction).
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This Court's reference to "job-specific ability" in Albe-
war(e confirms that it is not possible to fran;ie a compre-
hensive legal definition of what particular attributes are
of legitimate concern for particular jobs. It is, moreover,
reatonably clear that both the quantum and type of evi-
derice necessary to identify the attribute will vary from
situation to situation. Few would quarrel with the propo-
sition that secretaries,should know.how to tYpe or bank
tellers how to add and subtract.- Equally few Would
dispute that social workers should have a basic knowledge
of sociology, that nurses should have some essential
understanding of relevant aspects of medical practice, or
that air traffic controllers and airline pilots sho'uld be
familiar with the pertinent FAA regulations. It may
not be difficult for a prospective employer to demoristrate
the propriety of such concerns by direct testimony of
managers or supervisors familiar with the jobs in ques-
tion.

some contexts, 'however, establishing the legitimacy
of an employer's concern for some work-related attri-
butes may require more extensive evidence and more care-
ful judicial review. This might be the case particularly
with less-concrete characteri$ics such as "thoroughness,"
"initiative" or "accuracy" and with less piOficiency-
ofiented aspects of work behavior such as regularity of
attendance and punctuality. In dealing with less eon-
vete characteristics, demonstrating the relevance of the
employer's concern might require use of careful job analy-

, ses carried out by professional industrial psychologists.
See 29 C.F.R. § 1607.5 (b) (3).

Express recognition Of the necessity fbr. case -by -case
determination of this issue would be a useful elaboration
of thins Court's ,dlecisiohs in Griggs and Albemarle. By

,articulating the standards to be used in appraising an

Sec APA STANDAWDS at 29, 61.

t.
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employer's selection and use of key attributes in classify-
ing employees, this Court would be recognizing the prac-
tical needs of the range of employers who are subject
to the requirements of Title VII.

3. The use of key elements related to job perform-
ance as classification criteria is permissible at
each stage of multi-stage employment selection
processes.

Employers often must make employment selection de-.

cisions in stdges, gradually separating out those who are
unlikely to succeed. This may be required by the nature
of the job, the relatively large investment to be made in
new employees, or other considerations of employment
efficiency. The legal standards with respect to fairness
in employment selection should not work to the relative
disadvantage of an employer who uses a multi-stage se-
lection process. Such an employer should be permitted
to demonstrate that each classificatiqn made is rationally
related to his legitimate purpose in maximizing the chance
of selecting successful employees or minimizing the risk
of selecting unsuccessful employees. The use of one or
more key areas of knowledge, skill, ability or other at-
tributes should be subject to the same legal standards
irrespective of the particular selection process used.

Multi-stage selection processes typically involve one or
more training programs. Because of the specialized na-
ture of the job, the employer may not be able to recruit
potential employees who already have the precise attri-
butes needed on the job. If the absence of one or more

2J A training program need not address every key element in a
job. It Cap ser its legitimate purpose fur the employer if it trains
ProspeetRe employees in only one r several key elements of the
job. There may be more effective 'ays to address the remaining
key elements yya mcred by the t Inning program) such as com-
pletion of an academic program or n-the-job. experience.

3 1
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of these attributes is substantially related ,to the risk of
nun-success on the job, then the employer ha,s a legitimate
interest in constructing a training program to produce
the desired attribute, and in selecting only those trainees
who are likely to be able to acquire the desired attribute
during the training program. 2'

Since a training program may be expensive \to design
and 'operate, an employer has a legitimate interest in ob-
taining the most effective use of the resources, he has
de\ oted to it. The process of learning in trainipg may
require skills different than work on the job .un ss the
job itself requires continual learning of new =m terial.
For this reason, the employer should be permi ed to
apply the key element analysis to the training pi ogram
itself and to select skills or abilities without whic there
is a substantial risk of non-success in the training pro-
gram. If the training program is itself fairly related to
job performance, then the key elements needed fo mini-
mize the risk of non-success in the training progbam will
necessarily be logically related to job performance.

Hai ing narrowed his foCus in this fashion, the .emplAyei----,
should be permitted to set up a qualifying citerion or
several qualifying criteria based on the key elements
that relate to the risk of non-success in training." This
approach was recognized in Griggs when the Court found

2' An important ancillary aspect of -.this analysis is that the
thou used to impart knowledge or skills in a/training program

be icasonable in light of, the content of the training program. In
so far as possible, the method should be no more academically
oriented or abstract than is required by the job-related subject
matter.

2' If, in addition. training was protracted, an employer should be
permitted to assert that the ability to complete traiiiine within
the specified time was itself a work-related concern. 29 C.F.R.
§1607.5(bi( I .

27 No one qualifying criterion need 6ver all key elements and
t;%picall6,:- rrui rut critetia such as acadetinc course work, prior work
expetil.nev. standardized tests, on demonstration of particular work
skills will be used to measure the various key elements.

/ D.
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the employer had failed to sustain its burden of proof
because neither test "was directed or intended to measure
the ability to learn to perform a particular job or category
of jobs.", 401 U.S. at 428 (emphasis added 1. Qualifying
criteria may properly be addressed to the ability to learn,
if that learning process is reasonably necessary to job
performance.

At each stage of such a multi-stage, selection process,
the employer must be able to demons rate that the cri-
teria utilized are related to legitimate employment objec-
tives, either directly by reference to successful .job per-
formance or indirectly by reference to another stage in
the selection process which itself bears the necessary rela-
tionship to job performance. However, if this require-
ment is satisfied at each stage of the process, there is no
further overarching requirement with respect to the
whole process.

The case law developed in the lower courts with re-
spect to multi-stage selection processes is not inconsistent
with this analysis.

Sueh an apftoach to evaluating training success as a
work-related attribute- is set out in Buckner v. Goodyear
Tire and Rubber' Co., 339 F. Supp. 1108 (N.D. Ala.
1972, aff'd, 476 F.2d 1287 (5th Cir. 1973). In Buckner
the court considered the job relatedness of a battery of
employment tests used to select applicants for an indus-
trial employer's four-year apprentice training prograni for
skilled craft jobs. The court accepted evidence of the
test battery's validity based on comparisons with training
success. The court observed that accepting such evidence
meant that:

Ihe relationship between the apprenticeship pro-
gram and the filling of craft job vacancies tjien be-
comes also a matter for inquiry. . . 339 F. Supp.
'at 1114 n.4.

Thus, in a subsequent portion of its opiniOn the court'
examined the ,content of the training program to ascpr-

.
e.
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tain whether it was "job-related." It found *h number,
of the academic courses included in the training program
to be insufficiently related to the job ancidlirected their
deletion from the training curriculum. also directed
removal from the battery of entrance tests those that
had been validated only against success in the deleted
courses. 339 Supp. at 1124. In doing so, the court cau-
tioned, hoiever, that it, did not mean imply that a
training program is necessarily "subject to intensive vali-
dation studies such as outlined in 29 C.F.R. 1607." 3319
F. Supp. at 1124 n.19.

.
-

Other training, program .decisions to date involved a
lack of evidence sufficient to determine whether the train-
ing program was intended to inipal't essential work-re-
lated knowledge or skills or that it was adequately de-
signed to do so." For example, in Pennsylvania v. O'Neill),
348 V. Supp. 1084 (E.D: Pa. 1972),, aff'd in relermirpart
by an equally divided court, 473 F.2d '1029 (3d-Cir. 1973)
(en banci, the court considered evidence of job-relatedness
based ,on 'a claim tlfat an entrance test correlated, with
success in a police training program. In rejecting such

idence of job-relatedness, the court was influenced, by.
an absence of 'the "showing of any corelation between
success at the Police Academy and effective performance
on' the job." 348 F. Supp. at 1090. But it appears that
the .employeis,,,made no attempt to establish by conipetent
eNidence thai knowledge of the relevant laws was essen-
tial for effective job performance. Similarly, there was no

There are, of coursi, decisions which rejected tilanking pro-
gram Validation, not on the ground that training success was an
impermissible employer concern, but on the ground that the em-
ployer liad not shown a test to predict training success. See, e.g.,
Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Members of Bridteport C.S.C.; 354
F. Supp. 778, 791- (1). Conn.), aff'd in relevant pai t, 482 F.2d 1333
(2d ('ir:_ 1973) ; 011icers for Justice v. C.S.C., 371' Supp. 1328,
1:37 i N.D. ('al. 1973 ). See also Dozier v.IGInipkii, 395 F. Supp. 836,
815-16, 852-;?-3 (S.I). Ohio. 1975), in which one of two tests was
simply nut dated and the second was improperly combined with
the results of a physical agility test for ,purposes of validation.

3 7
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evidence that the training program curriculum was ade-
quately designed to impart the essential knowledge or
that passing grades on the training tests constituted a
fair measure of mastery of the'traiming curriculum. 'In-
deed, the court pointed out that:

"LT The correlation made by [the employer's experts.]
may be misleading. There is no evidence as to' the
type of examination administered at the Academy. If
in 'fact tests of the type contained on the entrance
examination were used, a high correlation could be
anticipated even if an individual had not mastered
the training material." 348 F. Supp. at 1091,

decision in Harper v. Mayor and City Council of
Baltintori; 359 F. Supp. 1187 (L Md.), modified and
aff'd sub nom. Harper v. Klosters, 486 F.2d 1134 (4th
Cir. 1973), involved an attempt to correlate scores on an
entry test ':,vith success on a training program for fire-.
man, recruits. In Harper the court was confronted with
the possibility' that the test; used to assess mastery of
the trainin curriculum were identical with the entrance
test. 359 Supp. at 1202-03. However, there was,
as in PeanAylvan.ia v. O'Neill, no evidence that the re-
cruit school was adequately designed to impart skills
and knowled e which the fire department might legiti-
mately consi ler to be work-related. Moreover, in re-
jecting they vidence of training school correlatfon, the
court was in uenced by the haphazard nature of the test
itself.'' Based upon its "own perusal of the quality of"

-''"Phe court o served that prepar.atkon of a number of the entry
tests had been " he solitary work of a [ON it Service] Commission'
personnel teelinic'an who "lacked professional training in test con-

,struction." He was, moreover:
(.`as a Commi
work. Worki
that was in
1962 to 1969.
given, the jo
test. This ti
been appoin

sion employee, unfamiliar with Fire Department
g principally on his own, he constructed a test
ed as an alternate to [another] exam from

In 1971, the Commission employee was again
of constrnctfztg a Fire IN'partment entry level

e he had the advice of a study panel which had
d, by the ,fire board in air effort to lessen the

0
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,ks?

the exalts in question, the court concluded "that if the
tests were valid, it would only be by sheerest chance."
359 F. Supp. at 1187: Thus; the court never reached
the question of the legitimacy of training success on the
basis of a 'record demonstrating that the training cur-
riculum was fairly designed to impart work-related
knowledge.

One decision, United States V. City of-Chicago, 385 F.
Supp. 543, 556 ( N.D. Ill. 1974), has suggested that em-
ployment selection, tests must be related to actual job
performance to the exclusion of any measure of training
program success. The case involved an. attempt to use
training success for police recruits as an independent
work-related consideration. But?, as in Pennsylvania v.
O'Neill, there was no evidence to establish either
that the training curriculum was designed to impart
knowledge essential to effective police performance or
that acquisition of the relevant knowledge was fairly
reflected in success on Police Academy exams.'" Thus,
the court's observation that overall job pe,.-fi.mance- was
the only legitimate employer concern was made in the
context of a record that gave the court no opportunity
to consider the independent relevance of training success.

r",

racial impact of the entrance tests. Though he took their advice
on many points it was not expert advice, and the actual choice
of questions remained largely his own." 359 F. Supp. at 1197.

1" The fact that the training examinations were themselves not in
the record 4, as suggested by the court's obserkaiion that "one would
expect a correlation between performance on written exams," 385
F. Stipp 556. without considering. as in the Harper case, that the
academy examinations might be .essentially different from the em-
ployment selection tests.

39
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13. Employers Should Be Permitted to Meet the Re-
maining Requirement of Job-Relatedness by Dem-
onstrating that the Key Areas of. Job,Performance
Selected as Criteria Are Measured by Valid acrd

Appropriate Standardized Tests.

The first step in anftlyzing the fairness of an estab-
lished selection process is to evaluate the legitimacy of

the employer's concern for the knowledge, skill, ability
or other attributes selected as a standard ,of likely suc-
cess or non-success on the job. Once the key element has
been identified and determined to be fairly related to job
performance, there -must be an evaluation of the means
used to assess prospective employees in terfns of the key

element. The ,fairness of the measurement process is
distinct from the legitimacy of the employer's concern
for the key element to be measured, and should he sepa-
rately considered,"

Standardized tests are only one. measurement tool that
employers can (and do) use. If particular knowledge is
important, academic ,credentials are often used as a
measure, of its presence or absence. If prior work ex-
perience is central to an employer's objectives, references
from former employers are often used as a measurement'
device. If personal attributes are important, interviews
with the prospective employee are a likely means of as-
sessment. The legal standards applicable to the measure-
ment of key elements should be fair and workable for

-both test and non-test measurement devices.

U Plainly, a fair criterion can be unfairly applied. This would
occur in a situation where possession of certain knowledge is a
fair criterion, kit only'30 percent of the questions on the test used
to measure the criterion are devoted to this specified knowledge.
Equally so, an unfair criterion can be fairly applied, as in a case
where a, police department establishes knowledge of Renaissance
art as an entrance requirement. and the test adheres scrupulously
to the specified subject.

4 0
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When an employer has selected a standardized test as
the measurerrren tool, courts have looked first to the
technical evidence of test validation presented by the
employer in determining the fairness of the measurement
process. As the law has ,developed in the lower courts,
there has been a tendency to rely almost, exclusively on
such' evidence and to prefer- evidence of criterion-related

'day in 'making, a judgmen't as to the appropriateness
)articular test use. Although evidence of test vali-

d = do has an impor nt ,role, ETS believes that there
is n ent of test validity by which. the
fai ess and rationality ''of a particirlar test use 'car). be
assessed in all circumstances. Judgments based on rea-
son and all the relevant evidence are as appropKiate and
necessary where' tests are used as a basis for .the cNs-
sification of individuals for employment purpos, as in
tiny other type of classification case which corneal before..
airs Court. . . I'

.

, 1. Evidence of validation is properly used to deter-
. .

deter -
mtne the measurement capability of a test. 1

There 4rkseveral professionally accepted techniques
for 'ascertaining L'what [a] test measures and how well
it does so" " and c6nfirming that "the test actually meas-
ures what it purports to pleasure." " These techniques
are what measurement professionals refer to as valida-
tion. Of the methods reflectwl in the Professional litera-
ture, three"content," "criterion- related, ", and "con-
struct" validation have the widest degree of professiOnal
sanction. All three 'are specifically recognized by both
the EEOC 'Guidelines, 29 C.F.R. § 1607.5 (a), and the,_
APA STANDARDS (at 25-31) , Two"cceltent" and "cri.7

',, .
,

« ANAgitst at 99 (emphasis in original); CRONBACII at 121-22.

" ANASTASI at 28; CRONBACII at 121-22: THORNDIKE & HAGEN
at 108.
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z

tenon- related" validationhavel the greatest practical
relevance to the validation of tie s for' employment, selec-
tion purposes given the current tate of \ alidation tech-
nology.

Content validation is most corn only used with respect
to proficiency or achievement tes s ."desigped to measure

,how well an individual: has _Alas erefl a specific skill or
,course of study." " This method of validation is an expert
assessment of the design of the testfto ensure that it ade-
quately samples. for example, the topics of the .course of
study. Proper content validation requires the test level -.
oper to define the body of knowledge or catalogue the
range of skills:(commonly referred to as the "perform-
ance domain"1 to be assessed and to select the test ques-

, tiOns so that, taken as a whole,- they constitute a cross-

" "Construct" validity focuses "on a broader, more enduring, and
more abstract kind of behavioral description" than either "con-
tent" or "criterionr4ted" validity. It is an attempt to ascertain
"the extent to which [a] test may be said 'to measure a theoretical
construct or trait." ANASTASI at 114-15; CRONBACII at 122-25. Thus,
unlike "content" validity, which attempts to construct a test as a
representative sample of some defined concrete area. or "criterion-
related" validity which is the examination- of'correlations between
test scores and specific external behaviors, "construct validit3," is
more concerned with ultimate traits such as "intelligence. mechan-
ical comprehension, verbal fluency neuroticisni, and anxiety" re-
flkcted in scores on particular tests. .A.N.AsTAst at 1 1 1. It imok es
elements of both other forms of validation add holds perhaps the
greatest interest for theoretic'al investigations into standardized
tests.

Users of tests for employment selection. purposes generally halve
more particularized needs and require more specific judgments re-
garding the measurement capability of a test than are mailable
from construct validity under current measurement techniques.
IloweNer. construct validity is an effort to combine leasoned
judgments about fairness and rationality with statistical indices
of correlation in a reliable framework or analysis arid is ultimately
likely to be more useful than either content or criterion-related
validity standing -alone.

15 AZ"ASTASI at 100; CRONIIACII at 124-25; see also THORNDIKE &
HAGEN at 109-10.
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section or "representative sample" in both substance and
difficulty of the defile,d performance domain.36 For-exam-
ple, the Validity of a test batterY prepared to assess tile,
outcomes of the training of medical school graduates
would depend on the extent W which the battery sampled
a cross-section of what, in the pooled judgmeht of experti,
medical school curricula ought to impart"- In essence,
content validity requires systematic examination both of
"the test and the methodS used in its preparation."

Criterion-related validation is an inquiry, undertaken
after a test has been formulated, as to whether it is possi-
ble "to infer from a test score an individualls-most prob-
able standing on some other variable-called a criterion,"
and is most often used to validate aptitude tests. It is an
attempt to ascertain the extent to which test performance
correlates with performance in some external endeavor."
The process of criterion- related validation consists of
gathering data on both test performance and criterion
,performance and, by a process of statistical analysis, as-

_

A NAST SI at 100-02, CRotincit at 122-23; THORNDIKE & IIAGEN
at 110.12. APA STANDARDS at 28.

Ttiolt:\-biKE & IIAGEN at 111. See APA STANDARDS at 45-46.

L. (itoNnvIII, ESSENTIALS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 364
2d ed. 1960). Sec also ANASTASI at 100; APA STANDARDS at 29.

APA. STANDARDS at 26; CRONBACII at 122,126-27; ANAKASt at
105; to also TtioRMAKE & IIAGEN at 115-16.

T%%0 gonewily recogniied subcategories of criterion-related vali-
, dation are predicti.. <tnd concurrent validation. ''Predictive \JIM

ity" geiterally 'imolves a comparison of the performance of the
. subjects of the study, first'on the test and later on the criterion.

"(.4.}noirrent alidity" involves the correlation of the performance
of the subjects of the study on the test and, more or les; simul-
taneously, on the criterion. A NASTASI at 105-06; CRONBACII at 122;
TBORNDIKE & IIAGEN at 115-16.

4`3
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certaining whether the correlation between the two may
be regarded as "significant." 4"

2. There is nq single Method of evaluating test.
validity or preferred evidence bg which the fair-
ness and rationality of the use of a test can be
assessed under all circumstances.

The measurement profession's concerns for test validity
are of almost equally long standing as the widespread
use Of standardized tests. The .current APA STANOARDS
have their roots in formal technical recommendations
promulgated by that organization and others more than

20 years ago.' Textbooks and professional literature
of a quarter-century and more ago reflect extensive in-
quiries into test -validation.'-

The purpose of the validation work done over the

years is to provide information that will assist test de-
( velopers to construct more useful tests and to assist test

users in interpreting test scores, two principal measure-
ment concerns. This v-alidation work has not generally
been concern-RI with developing standards that permit a
decision as to whether a test nay be used at most

rniticance" is used in the statistical sense, that the likeli-
hood that the correlation could hae occurred by chance. Si( n.40

infra. e-

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. TECHNICAL RT.com-

\ DAMNS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND DIAGNOSTIC TECIINIQI LS

(1951) . AMLRICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEAV.(11 ASSOCIATION & NATIONAL

COUNCIL ON EDI,CATIONALM4;ASL'EptENT, TECHNICAL RECOM NI ENDA- V.

TIONS FOR ACHIEVEMEXT TESTS

" See. ( R. THORNDIKE, PERSONNEL SELECTION (19-191 A.

ANASTASI, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING;, 120-51 l2d ed. 10511 ; F FRU.-
,. THEORY AND PRA(TICE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING, 26-41

(055 ); IThoRNDIKE & HAGEN at 108,23, 256-60.

1
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relevant legal concern.". To some extent, the interpreta-
t-ve assistance found in evidence of test. validity assists
in making._ the legal judgment. Such evidence may be
necessary to the 'legal judgment; it should not be substi-
tuted for the legal judgment because it was not developed
or intended for that purpose.

Yet t number of 1Wer courts have beenseloping
what appears to be an unrealistic reliance on evidence
of test validity. INLost of the lower court testing cases,
thusc far have involved the use of aptitude tests. The
A PA\ STANDARDS reflect a -Iireference, for measurement
purposes, for criterion-related validation of aptitude
tests. The EEOC Guidelines have adopted this prefer-
ence for criterion-related \ alidity as a legal standard,for
ail types of tests. Section 1607.5 I a) proti-des that em-
ployers may establish a test to be "job related" through
the use of:

A, the APA ST NDARDS recognize:
Airno,, an test can be useful for some function and in some
it i<ition }sit e,en the }-lest test can ha% e damaging. conse-

(tut nee:, if used inappropriately. . . .

"This document-is prepared as a technical guide for those with-
in the sponsoring profession; it is not.written as law. What is
Hitt nded is a set of standards to be used in part for self-
ealuation by test developers and test users. An ealuation of j
thenr competencOdbes not rest on the literAl satisfaction of
et Ei y rc lei ant pros ision of this document. The individual
standards are statemen is of ideals or goals, some has ing
'priority over others. Instead, an eNaluation of compe(ence, de-
ponds on the degree to %Ouch the intent of this document
has lo en satisfied by the test do eloper or user." APA STAND-
uws at 7-8.

" APA ST1NDARDS at 27-28. The distinction between aptitude.
eind achlelement tests is largely based on-,the use of a test

rather thin its intrinsic nature. A test of knowledge of chemistry,
for example, niighl normally he used as an achievement test to meal-
tire ho, much uherni;,try the candidate had learned. Iloweer, the
same test' of chemistry might be used as an aptitude test to select
candidates for admission to athanted placement or graduate study
programs.

4 5
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"Evidence of content or construct validity, as defined
in [the APA STANDARDS], . . . where criterion-
related validity is not feasible." ''.

This leap .from a preference for criterion-related validit3,
for measurement purposes with respect to some tests'to
a legal standard with respect to all tests has 'been re-
fiede d in some lower court decisioris.'' Such 'cases have
usually involved aptitude tests and an evident lack of

n fa.irhess and rationality such that the same result would
probably have been reached under any analysis. Other
courts, hOwever, have been more sensitive to the need
for flexibility in considering validation evidence.'- Any

The absence of full public scrutiny of and comment on the
Guidelines before promulgation may have engendered some am-
biguity. One such ambiguity invokes the use in § 1607.5(a) of. the
term "feasible." The term "technically feasible," on the other hand,
is used at a number of points in the Guidelines (e.g., §§ 1607.4(a) ;
1607.5(1» 1) ), and is defined with great rigor in §1607.4(b). It is
not altogether clear whether § 1607.5(a), in using the term "feas-
ible." meant "technically feasible," as some courts hal.° assumed
to be the case.. E.g., Douglas v. Hampton, 512 F.2d 976, 986 (D.C.
Cir. 105); Harper v. Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, 359
F. Supp. 1187, 1202 (D. Md.), modified and aff'd sub nom. Harper
v. Klosters, 486 F 2d 1134 (4th Cir. 1973). The indiction in section
1607.5(a) itself that "evidence of content validity alone may be
acceptable" suggests that some less rigorous connotation was in-
tended by.the use of "feasible" rather than "technically feasible:"

46 E.g., Kirkland v. N.Y. State D.C.S., 20,`F,2d 420. 426 (2d
('ir. 1975) ; Rogers v. Intl Paper Co., 510 F. 1340, 1349 (8th Cir.
1975 ); Chance v. Bd. of Examiners, 330 F. Supp. 203. 21,6 itS.10,

N.Y 1911). au-el. 458, F.2d 1167, 1177 4, n.16 (2d Cir: 49572)
Harper . Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, 359 F. Supp. 1187
1201 (D, Md.). modified and aff'd sub naM. Harper 1. Klosters,'486
F.2d 1134 (4th Cir.(1973); Fowler v..Schwarzwalder, 351 F. Supp:
/21 (D. Minn. 1972) : Pennsylvania, v. O'Neill, 348. F. Stipp. 1084,
1090-91 (E.D. Pd. 1972), aff'd by an equally dzeidcd court, 473
.F.21:1 1029 (3rd ('ir. 1973) (en banc).

E.g., Vulcan Soc'y of N.Y. Fire Dept. v. C.S.C., 490 F.2d 387,
:i94-95 (2d ('ir. 1973,); Bridgeport Guardians. Inc v. Members of

,Bridgeport C.S.C, 354 F. Supp. 778. 791 (Ir Conn.), aff'd in rele-
ant part. 482 F.2d 1333, 13:37-38; Kirkland v. New Yliiic,...State

D.C.S., 374 F. Supp. 1361 (S.D1N.Y. 1973), rev'd in part o n o aq

46
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standard which appears to rely exclusively on statistical
evidence of ,criterion-related validity will be both illogical
and unfair to employers who have used standardized
tests in a rational and professionally accepted manner.

Criterion-related validity, has inherent limitations as
an exclusive basis for legal judgments about test fair-
ness. To establish criterion-related validity it is, neces-
sary only to establish a moderately positive correlation
between two sets of data for a given group of perSons.
One set of data is the score on a test; the other set of
data is the "score" on some other performance criterion.
The correlation range runs from (perfect positive
correlation where high scors on the test always coincide
with high scores on the performance rating) to.-2L-1 (per-,
fect negative correlation where high scores on the test
always coincide* with low scores on the performance
rAting)." If the correlation is 0.30 or above and the
sample size is at least 45, then the measurement profes-
sional will conclude that criterion-related validity is es-
tablished at a level that is statistically significant.'"

grounds. 520 F 2d 420 (2d Cir. 1975) ; Officers for Justice v. C.S.C.,
371 F. Stipp. 1328, 1336 (N.D. Cal. 1973). Cf. Smith v. City of
Cleveland. 363 F Supp. 1131 1148-49 (N.D. Ohio 1973), reed on
opfr grounds sub nom. Smitt:itv. Troyan, 520 F.2d 492 (6th Cir.

'1975); Coopersmith v. Roudehush, 517 F.2d 818, 824 (D.C. Cir.
1975).

" A correlation coefficient ranging within these limits is generally
used in psychometric research. Other coefficients of correlation
are occasionally used that have a different range.

44 Statistical significance is ordinarily determined from math-
ematical tablet and is stated in terms of a particular 14 el of con-
fidence" A statement that a correlation is significant a he .05
level denotes that chances are no greater-than five out of a htndred
that the true correlation in the population is 0in other wor , the
probability of such a correlation occurring by chance is no greater
than fit e tirntis in a hundred. R. FISCHER, STATISTICAL METHODS FOR
RESLNECII WORKERS 209 /11th ed. 1950 ), Most psychometric re-
search employs a 05 level of confidence. Occasionally a lower 10
level or a higher :01 level may be used. .
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But a closer look at such statistical evidence indicates
its inherent limitations. First, for a correlation of 0.30
only 9 (;; of the reason for the variation in scores cols the
performance criterfon is attributable to whatever the
standardized test measures. 'The remaining 91' is x-
plained by some other factor. The 0.30 correlation does

,not prmide any information about whether the remain-
ing 91'; is eNplainecl by factors, more relevant' than the
factor measured by the standardized test or how vital-
the factOr measured by the\tandardized test is for'ade- '
quate job performance. Seond, the 0.30 correlation does
not help to make a judgment about what the standard-
ized test actually measures or what the perforMance
criterion actually measures. The standardized test may
be titled "Verbal Aptitude" but it may in fact measure
my spelling capability. The perforMance criterion may

be labelled ."supervisor's rating ot overall job per-firm,
ante" but it may in fact measure only whether or not
the supervisor likes the person rated. Therefore. the
0.30 correlation may be evidence only of the fact that
good spelling correlates favorably with supervisors', per-
sonal preferences. Th se dangers of depending 'exclu-
sively on correlatio al . ii ty-in evaluating a test have
long been recogniz: I mea'ure'hient experts."

Plainly
rational'
merited h, evict
propositions: f1
measured; and

se
rion-i

ce to
what

hat the

-a lega)'-s

2

ndard of fairness and
idity should be supple-

port at least two ancillary
ndardized test. actually

erformance criterion ac-
tually measured. The 'a subject matter tested -by the
test might be proved through a content validity study or,
in the case of a simple test, througn inspeCtion.'1

"E.11- Intrinsic Validity, 5 AMERICAN PSACIIOLOGIST
511. 514 ( October. 1950,1.

"Compare, for examPle, decisions in which a court's judgment
invalidating use a test has been influenced by its on inspec-
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EN. idence with respect to the performance criterion might
clime from industrial psychologists or other measurement
experts or from those experienced with the employment
setting-from which the performance data was collected.
()tee these fundamental requirements have been satisfied,
there still room for informed judgment as to whether
the partilar correlation reflected in the criterion-related
validity study is appropriate in light of the employer's
objective in using the test.

The use of criterion- related validity as "preferred evi-
dence" also could lead to-results that do not satisfy legal
standards. For example, tie-test" might consist of a
series of multiple choice questions about family back-
ground and income level. the con-elation between white
middle class economic stator and success on any given

tio'n of the test Harper e. 'May. Or and City Council of Baltimore,
F Surf). 1187, 1203 I) Meta. modified and aff'd sub nom,.

Harper r.1, 486 F.2d 1134 (4th Cir 1973): Castro v..
Beecher. 3;4 F $upp 930. 912 (b. Mass. 19711,t4'd in relevant
pa t, '459 F 2d 725. !1st 1972!). Bridgeport oictardiaas, Inc. v.
lI ni) r, of Ifridgeport C, 254 F Stipp 778, '191 I) Conn ),
otTdoi ant par7,1182 F.2d 1333 (2d Cir. 1973).

2 In making this determination, thy nature of the performance
criterion is particularly important. If the particularriiptitude, skill
or ability is of great importance. an the risk of non-success is high
or the malts of non-success extremely costly (other in social or
monetary terms:. then use of S' test with a relatk ely loc correla-
tion might be iationally related to the legitimate purpose Of mini-
mizaig that risk On the other hand, where the*fisk is relatnely
km in terms of occurrence or cost, then the necessary rational re-
lat oinhip to an employer's legitimate purpose might require a
higher col relat ion.

It is also important to consider the size of the applicant pool in
relatia to.the number of candidates to he selected. If the size of
the pool is large and the number of persons to he selected is small,
then fly loft (orrelat ions Ma \ In practically useful because they
p.m ide greater efficiency than would a random selection of appli-
can ts.
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employment performance criterion might be quite high."
But it would seem unfair to permit an employer to hire
only white middle class persons on the basis of that
statistical evidence of criterion-related validity. More
subtly, a test may be labeled as an achievement or apti-
tude test with a specific subject matter content, but in
fact be constructed in a way that measures highly eso-
teric material with which only a very narrow segment
of the population would be familiar. Such a test might
show statistical evidence of very high criterion-related
validity but, again, should not be acceptable tinder a
legal standard:

With these technical limitations in rind, ETS believes
that the courts must look beyond the confines of measure-
ment technology to make both of the'fundamentai judg-
ments involved In the job- relatedness'determination ini-
d.er Title VII. This is clearly so with respect to the .,
employer's use 9f a key element, of job performance as-a
selection criterion; tvidence of criterion- related validity
rriay assist in making this judeent,. but cannot substi-
tute for it. It may also be permissible, and under some
circumstances it is obligatory, to look beyond the confines
of measurement technology to Make the second critical
judgment whether the test fairly measures the key ele-
ment of job performance. To do otherwise would result in
an abdication of judicial responsibility and an excessive
reliance on measurement technology which, most profes-
sionals in the field would concede is not justified.

1

In one much-cited study, generally positive signjficant
correlations were found between various measures of cranial ca-
pacity and grades recened by freshman college students during
their first semester. G. HALL:APTITUDE TEirING 13436 11928).
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3. The legal standards for the measurement aspects
of job-relatedness should permit development of
new techniques and appropriate combination of
recognized techniques.

Properly used, standardized tests provide an objective
measure that is. open to inspection and easy to compre-
hend. From a standpoint of fairness, they are usually
preferable to subjective measures because of their sub-
stantially higher reliability and potential for higher
validity. Therefore the legal standards applied to stand-
ardized tests should not be so much more stringent than
those apiilied to subjective assessments that the use of
tests is made economically or otherwise,- impractical.

Beyond these concerns is the need to sate legal stand-
ards in a way that does not impede progress within the
measurement profession or prevent employers from using
new validatlen techniques as they ark developed. Valida-
tion techniques have been revised and refined over the
years. Various theories have obtained currency in the
profe=sion and then declined in acceptance as more per-
suaAve theories were developed. The mottsurement, pro-
fe,sion ha;, continued to searc'h.for more accurate ways
to define what tests measure a'frcl describe how they
measure it. "Experience teaches that the preferred
method of today may be the rejected one of tomorrow."
,Vvican Society of N.Y. Fire D(partmelit v. C.S.C., 490
F.2c1 3>7. '394 (2d Cir. 1973).

Nett validation methods are currently being introduced
that use thNjuclgments of large juries of persons who
are experienced on , the job about the propriety of
the content of a test and the ally level of perform-

'4 Wilson, A Svond Look at Gliggs t. Duke Per Company:
km.'not,ons on Job Testing, Discomina(ion, and the Role of the
ptd, rid Cou)ts, 58 V t. L. Ita. 81,1. 87:3 ( 1972) ; Note, Employment
Testing (hi Aftermath of Griggs' v. Duke Power Company, 72
Cams'. L. Ri.v. 900, 924 (1972).

0
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ante on the test of a minimally qualified person. This
method has evolved from theoretical' discussions in the
technical literature - and has been made possible by the'
availability of computers to manage and assess the data.
It has substantial advantages over .current techniques
because the use of a large number of judgments elimi-
nates' the effect of personal bias that may be present even
in experts, and the use of,persons who are experienced

on the job or in training persons for the job provides
an additional touchstone of reality. t

Such new developments would be adversely affected if
the legal standards for job - relatedness are stated exclu-
sively in terms of current validation techniques. A

sounder approach would be for this Court to define the
legal standards more generally in terms of the traditional
requirement of rationality and fairness so that the neces-
sary flexibility and room for experimentation can be
preserved.

II. PROPER ANALYSIS OF THE JOB-RELATED-
NESS ISSUE IN THIS CASE WILL FACILITATE
STS RESOLUTION AND PROVIDE NEEDED
GUIDANCE FOR THE LOWER COUitTS,

The Davis case is the first employment testing case to'
come before this Court which requires careful analysis of
the requirement of "X-relatedness" in the context of a

W. Crawford, AsseAing Performanc6 when the Stakes Are
llighMarch, 1970 4 Paper presented at the meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, Minneapolis) ; J. Premer, Crite-
rion-Referenced Interptetations of Survey Achtevement Tests, 1972
( Educational Testing Serve, Test Developinent Memorandum

, N. Luebke, A Practical Method of Determining a Criterion
Score for Criterion-Referenced Measurement, February, 1973 (Paper
presented at the meeting of the American Educational Research As-
solcatton, New Orleans) ; K. Sparks, Memorandum on the Confer-
ence on the hinted States Department of State Foreign Senice
Examinations in French, Spamsh, German, and Russian (Jury 12 -,
It 1951) ; Nedelsky, Absolute Grading Standards for Objective
Tests, 14 EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT 319

(1954). r 9
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multi-stage employee selection process. Neither court be-
low engaged in the necessary analysis; neither properly
appraised the test validation evidence in the case; and
neither resisted the temptation to offer, excessively broad
generalizations regarding the application of this Court's
prior opinions to the case at hand. In many respects, full
explication of the "job-relatedness" issues raised by the
Davis case is handicapped by the limited record below
and the summary posture of the case as it comes before
this Court. Subject to this caveat, the Davis case pro-
vides an opportunity for this Court to establish the
necessary parameters of the "job-relatedness" standard
under Title VII.

A. Is Knowledge of Laws and Other Law Enforcement
Subjects an Appropriate Key Attribute of Police
Work which Can Be Used by the Department in
Selecting Police Recruits?

Although neither court below addressed this central
question in precisely these terms, their opinions appear
to appwach the issue from different perspectives and, not
surprisingly, suggest 'different conclusions. Two basic
questions ai:e presented by Davis. First,,does the knowl-
edge identified by the Department bear the necessary
relationship to successful police performance on the job?
Second. is the' Detment's recruit training- program
reasonably designed to impart,that knowledge? The Dis-
trict Court -appearS to have answered both questions in
tlx affirmative; the ,Court of Appeals appears to have
eonc-ludtql that neither question need be addressed in the
absence of convincing evidence validating either Test 21
or the recruit training program a,gainst overall perform-
ance on the job by policemen. Depending upon this
Court's view of theadequacy of the evidentiary record,
this Court could ruse I-ri-favor of either petitioners or
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respondents or remand the case for further proceedings

below.'"

1. Knowledge as an appropriate key attribute of
police work.

In the absence of any correlation between performance
on Test 21 and overall job pt14.forrnance,': the Davis case
requires consideration of the propriety of identifying a
key attributeknowledge of certain law enforcement sub-
jectsas a basis for selecting policemen.

Neither the Department's pleadings nor the proof below
defined the knowledge considered by the Department to
be a key, element of effective police work. Nowhere is the
risk, assessed of the consequences to the public if police-
men lack such knowledge. However, it may be reasonable
to infer that the Department, based on its collective ex-
perience, has contluded that effective police-work requires

Because this case involves a governmental employer, the analy-
sis used to determine whether the necessary rational relationships
halve been cestablished will be the same regardless of which party
has the burden of going forward. If this Court determines that ad-
verse racial impact exists based on the statistical evidence offered
by the respondents, then under Title VII the petitioners have the
burden of going forward to establish that the test is being used
properly. If the Court determines that no adverse racial impact
exists, then under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments the re-
spondents have the burden of going forward to establish that the
test is being used improperly and that, accordingly, the classifica-
tion base.d on its pse is irrational.

" There" appears to be np dispute that the Futransky Study dis-
losed no significant correlations between performance on Test 21

and mend) job performance. App. 181, para. 8, Bowe\ er, it is ap-
propriate to note that thi conclusion does not support the proposi-
tion that a significant correlation between performance on Test 21
and overall job performance cannot be established. Futransky se-
lected as a Criterion of positiNe performance supervisors' ratings of
f-1 through f 1 Ile did not include ratings of 0 although that

rating means "efleetive or competent" peliform4nce. ,App. 105, If
the 0 ratings had been included in the criterionAgainst which Test
21 scores were compared, a positne correlation against job per-
formance for all officers may have been established. Sec App. 181.
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knowledge of (1) the laws and 4`,regulations
410 to be en-

el?t forced, and (2) certain rules, principles, and techniques
with respect to law enforcement. It appears equally rea-
sonable to infer that4e, risk of failure on the' lab in
the absence of such knoWledgeat least in terms of mak-
ing improper arrests and failing to make proper arrests
would be substantial. 't,.. '

The District Court empha ized the "responsibilities and
expertise required, of ,mode police officers in a large
metropolitan city . . .", an. , after summarizing the
syllabus of the recruit training course, concluded that the
daily significance Of police skills "demanding 'reasoning
and verbal and literacy skills is borne rout in the crucible
of the criminal trial court." 348 F.Supp. at 17. Charac-
terizing law enforcement as "a highly skilled professional
service," the District Court obviously -concluded that the
knowledge taught in the, training curriculum was suffi-
ciently important and related to effective,police work so as
to pdrmit its use by the ,Department in selecting among
recruit candidates. .0n a very limited evidentiary record,
in short the District Court reasoned that it was not

'necessary to correlate performance on Test'21 with over-
' all job performance- in order to meet the requirement of

"job-relatedness" under Title VII, and.that the necessary
relptionship was evident.

The majority of the Court of Appeals diSagreed. It
emphasized that the-fe-were no correlations, at least for
black officer, `between recruit school performance and
job-proficiency ratings. 512 F.2d at 963.' The COint of
Appeals, therefore, never considered the relationship em-
phasized by the District Q*urt between the knowledge
taught in the'training program and the knowledge re-
quired for effective police work. Its failure, to do so
appears to reflect it's view' that "job-relatedness" can fj3.e
demonstrated only on.the basis of correlation with overall
job performance,' but it is, possible that the Court of

6 Jai
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Appeals merely condluded that the record in the Dacis
case could not support: such a finding.--

Consistent with our analysis of the job-relatedness re- ,
quirement, ETS submits that it would be entirgly appro-
priate for the Department to identify knowledge of laws
and enforcement rules as an important dimension of police
performance on the basis of which itsemployees can be
properly selected. The presence .of such knowledge may
not ensure successful police performance. which like most
complex jobs requires a mix of personal and profess'ional
skills, but its absence probably will involve a substantial

A risk of po, police performance which the Department
can properly seek to aN'oid. This is a deterinination as to
which technical issues Of test validation are largely ir-
relevant:" The principal question for this Court in con-
sidering this issue is whether the present record provides
a sufficient basis for such a determination to be made.'

Regardless ,of the Court's underlying rationale for not consid-
ering this question. its failure to do so led ft to extenske further
discussion of "trainability" and "training programs"' which raise
separate and,cqually important issues regarding the "job-related-
!less"' determination. S(c discussion infra at pp. 45 -47..

Sec Castro v. Beecher. 459 Fal 725. 735 (1st Cir. 1972), in
which' the Court concluded that the requirement of a high school
education vas. established to be job-related by the findings 6f the
Report of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice, TIIE ClIALLENC OF (Intl. IN A FREE
SOCIETY i citing pp. 10( -10 of the Report ).

ETS takes no position as to whether the Department has on
this record, adequately pros ed that certain kilos\ ledgi, is an ap-
propriate key element of successful police work.

The Department has cited cases and other authorities for the
propositiop. that a certain level of knowledge its important for suc-
cessful police work. Petitioners' Brief at 181'22. The evidentiary
problem is whether, if certain key elements of knowledge for,suc-
cessful police work could be identified, the Department can rely on
the existence of this possibility whether or not, at the time the
training program was established, the Department actually had
identified such key elements of knowledge. Although not discussed
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2. Adequacy and reasonableness of the recruit
training program.

If the Court concludes that knowledge of particular'
subjects can properly be emphasized in the selection
process by the Department, it is necessary to examine
further whether the particular training program used by
the Department 0' fairly and reasonably designed to im-
part the necessary knowledge."' The District Court, base&
upon ifs review of the training -program syllabus, cen.-_
eluded that the program did teach subjects that were
reasonably related to the' Department's legitimate inter-,
est in policemen with the, desired knowledge and exper-
tise. 348 F. Supp. at 17. The Court 'of Appeals did not
directly address the question. It did, however, indirectly
cast doubt upon the Department's, training program -in
the course of its discussion Of the propriety of correlating
any test with "trainability" or a "training 'prograw."
In so doing, the Court of Appeals may have departed un-
necessarjly from the applicable precedents and the specific
questions raised in this rase.

The Court of Appeals seemed to suggest, in the ab-
sence of any correlation against overall job performance,

in these terms, the Department is plainly relying on the existence
of a Recruit School syllabys containing subjects logically related
to police work as the basis for an inference that at the time the
Recruit School syllabus was devised, someone at the Department
identified certain key elementsf knowledge believed to be essential
to successful-police work.

" One test'of reasonableness involves the design of ,the training
program with respect to the nature of the subject matter knowledge
to be imparted An employer who has identified knowledge of cer-
tain mechanical assembly techniques as essential to successful job
performance probably could not properly rely on a training progrqm
that utilized exclusively an abstract, academic or theoretical presen-
tation of the subject.
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that the only way in which the correlation between Test
21 scores and recruit school performaire sottish Ile rele-
vant was in terms of recruit ".trainability." The Court
of Appeals concluded,' however, that, Test 21. did not
predict "trainability"; it stated:

"[B]ecause of the departmental popsy that nobody
fail Recruit School, appellees have not shown that the
admission of applicants who score below 40 on
Test' 21 into Recruit School -Would necessitate "ex-

vtdec4 training time or,produce.Recruit School fail-
ures." 512 F.2d at 963 (emphasis added).

After holding on narrow grounds that the Futransky
Study was inadequate, however, the Court further
that the Department had not:

"Persuaded us that trainability could be a proper
- .criterion for validating Test 21. .. . rWle entertain

grave doubts- whether any of this type of evidence .

could be strengthened to the point of satisfying the
heavy burden imposed by Griggs." , 512 )F.2d at

Even 'more- fundamentally, the Court of Appeals sug-
gested that validation against a training program may bP
impermissible per se. According to the Court, the "ulti-
mate issue in this controversy" is whether proof
Test 21 is .predictive of further progress" in the recruit.
training program "is an acceptable substitute for a dem-
onstration of a direct relationship between performance
on Test 21 and performance on the job.' '.512 F.2d at-

These portiong of the Court of Appeals'.. opinion
deserve the careful attention of this Court.

Eirst, the Court of Appeals- may,have failed to con-
sider carefully the ". b-relatedness' of "trainability" or
success in training progr, s under the applicable prece-

t dents. The EEOC Guidelines :ovide that:

"rWlork behaviors or other criteria of employee ade-
quacy which the test is .intended to predict or iden-
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tify . . . may include measures other than actual
work proficiency, such as training time. . . ." 29
C.F.R. § 1607.51b)

Further, in formulating the job-relatedness standard in
Griggs, this Court observed that the fUndamental flaw in
the employer's proof was that neither test used in that
case "was directe,d or intended to measure the ability to
learn to perform a particula job or category of jobs."
401 U.S. at 428 (emphasis added): In Darin the De-
partment has attempted to meet the very test set out in
Griggs, by demonstrating that Test 2 was directed to or
intended to measure "the ability to learn" certain subject
matter necessary to perform the job of a pc:dem-nail. The
Court's finding that the Department had not provethat
low scorers on Test 21 expanded training time or in-
creased Recruit School failures may be consistent with
the Guidelines and Griggs. The facts in the record
do not compel that conclusion, howeve(, and the compet-
inll,,inferences were never considered by either the Dis-
trit Couit,or the Court of Appeals." In any event, the
Court of Appeals -should have denied its holding ni:ore

' = The Bust let Court did it address the question whether low
" scores on 21 correlated with longer training time or increased

the likehhooc Recruit School failure. And, there was no direct
ex idence on UM sc Howe\ er. recruits were required to achieve
a passing score on each he eight Recruit School examinations
and, aPt*irgh Recruit School ilurQS were axoided, some candi-
dates da not aehtee passing sc. -es the first time aroun The
Court of Appeals itself recognized, 'at "if a particular andidate
has difficulty" in -doing so, "he is green kitzkaaki-until h succeeds
n ra,k.ing the,( xaminations.." 512 F.2d at '3. Given t e corvela-

tion hetxeen low bCOITS on Test 21 and/low ges in Re-
cruit School, it would be iwOortable to nifer that low est 21,scorers
were more likely to be tho4 for \thorn additional asskttince was
zicce,;;ar The fact of no failures was also used-ti<demonstritie-,----
a lack of %tilidity of Test 21. Howe% er, since Test1.-7lated
xx ith scores achieved bi for' any assistance was provided, the fact
of no failures is irrelevant to this issue.

59
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ia<isely so as not to appear to preclude, under any'
circumstances, reliance on training program success as a
basis for concluding that a test is job-related.

;econd, the Court df Appeals never considered whether
the Department's training program was reasonably de-
signed' to achieve proper employment objectives. See 512
F.2d at 965. To be sure, the rrd lacks the detailed evi-
dence regarding the program on'the basis of 'which such
an evaluation should be made. In pati4ar, evidence is
lacking regarding those aspects of the trillin_g program
singled out by the Court of Appeals as diminIhing its
value as a basis for validating the use of Test gi,
the fact that no recruits are droilkd from the progitam
for failure to pass one of the eight -examinations. The
Department (141 not offer any proof as to the reasons for
this policy, although sufficiently rational reasons are
immediately apparent and might have been the subject
of an evidentiary showing."

In the absence of such proof, this Court must decide
whether the case is ripe for final disposition. Before
validation of a test against a training program is either
permitted' or ruled out automatically, this Court' 'may
conclude that an employer should be required to relate
the training program to the employment, _attribute the
program is professed to impart and to demonstrate that
his'operation of the training program is reasOiable, fair,

b' The cost of extra assistance for a recruit who has nearly com-
,pleted the training program may be substantially less than the cost

of replacing thatlecruit with .a new applicant Nsho (soul egin the
training program anew, thus the no-failure policy may 'be eco mic-
ally efficient. Further, the morale of the rectuit class or the general
atmosphere in which the training program is conducted might be
tclvtttsely affected by the Tiossibility of some recruits being droppe,d
from the program causing the training prograM to lose efficiency
with respect to the group as, a whole. a result the Department may
legitimately wish to avoid.

6'
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and suited to achieve that objective. If the Department
cannot make such a showing in 'the Davis easy, then its
trailing program should Snot suffice as a basis for deter-
mining the "job-relatedness" of Test 21.

Third, the breadth of the Court of Appeals' statements
regarding "training programs" is independently trouble-
some. As emphasized earlier, the validity of tests under
the applicable legal and professional standards neces-
sarily depends on the particular test in question and the
circumstances, of its use. Standardized tests used for
purposes other than. employment are sometimes validated
against what might fall Within an overly broad and ill-
considered definition of a "training program." For ex-
ample. academic entrance examinations used in assessing
scholastic aptitude are most frequently validated through
criterion-related studies, in which success in the curricu-
lum for which the test is used in :selecting, is widely
regarded as the most useful criterion. In another con-
text, professional school curricula are the touchstone /for
alidating- testi, in the certification and licensing of pro.
fessionals such as teachers and lawyers. The distinctions
'between short pre- employment training programs 'carried
on bylndividual employers and multi-year academic cur-
ricula seem obvious. Nevertheless, precision in analysis
and language with respect to "training programs" seems
particularly important in this Court's review of the lower
Court's :-.:taWments relating to "training programs" and
"trainability."

3. lerbal aptitude as an appropriate key attribute
of recruit training.

If the Recruit School program is adequately related
to an important element of job performance, then the
analysis must consider ether whether verbal ability (re-
gardless of how that att.' to is measured) is itself
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suffici n related to e trainin \program." If that
link is satin torily established, then ,verbal ability is
necessarily related-tajob performance thugh_ the train-
.

-- .... .

, 4 rogram.

The affi a Drs. Mary L. Tenop and Diane E.
Wilson offered by

}

the t- ners contain c clusory ob-
servations in this regard. App. 185-86. e affi-

vits offered by the respondents do no 'early ute
this elusion. App. 4'9 -57.

The District Court considered the rela iouship between
Verbal ability (independent of how measured), and, the
content of the training program as a link to job perforni-
ance :

"Study of the syllabus of the training course readil
, demonstrates the intricacy of police procedures, the

emphasis on report writing,the, ne-edto differen-
tiate elements of numerous offenses and legal rul-
lrigs, and the subleties of training required in be-
havioral sciences and related disciplines. Daily the
significance of these skills demanding reasoningan
Verbal and literacy skills is borne out in the
t.ibM of the -criminal trial court.p. a
17.

The Court of 'AppealS did not find it necessary to con-
-sider this link in the evidentiary chain because of -its
view that verbal ability must he related directly to over-

" Two general avenues of pro
might offer proof as to the nature of the training program (dealing
primarily with written materials, lectures, and report writing tech-
niques) and expe0 testimony that this type of training program re-
quires a certain levc4 of verbal aptitude., The Department might also
choose a different route and prove that (1) Test 21 actually meas-
ureserbal ability; (2) the eight Recruit Sal-6a examinations actu-
ally measure the ,subject matter taught; and (3")\ there exists a
statistically significant correlation betwdn scores on Test 21 and
scores on the Recruit School examinations. This chain dioroof
would permit an inference that'verbal ability was a key element
of recruit training.
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all job performance. The question for this Court is
whether there is a material issue of fact as to this
point requiring the case to be remanded for the develop-
ment of a more complete record at trial.

B. Are the Tests Used by the Department Proper and
Valid Measures of the Knowledge Desired by the
Department?

Further analysis of the issues raised by the Davis
case is required if the Court concludes that (1) the,
Department has properly identified knowledge of certain
sabjects as a central attribute of police work, and (2) the
Department's training program is a reasmrable mech-
anism to impart that knowledge. At this point, the "job-
relatedness" determination in this case becomes largely a
matter of technical test validation considerations. Four
specific issues are raised by the tests used in the Davis
case.

1. Content validity of the Recruit School examinations.

Under our apalysis of the issues, the Department can-
'not prevail unless the tight examinations used to meas-
. ureproficiency in the Recruit School are valid. In the

-absenee d- such a Showing, any correlation between
scores on Test 21 and scores on the eight examination's
cannot be relied upon 'in making the required "job-re-
latedness" determination since the necessary link be-
tween the knoWledge being taught in the program and
the measurement tool does not exist. The required validity
would be established through the technique of content
validity, involving an -aifalysis of the questions contained
on the eight examinations and the curriculum actually

a ro ram. Neither _court below
addressed the need for this atidation; and the record,
which contains the curriculum syllabus but not the eight
examinations, may not permit its resolution by this Court.
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The District Court apparently assumed that the ex-,
aminations given at the end of Recruit School validly
assessed mastery of the topics taught. The District Court
did not appear to consider that such a showing was re-
quired i and could not be assumed) or that technical
lemming on test validation might be of assistance in
making the determination.e' The Court of Appeals did
not focus, as it might have, on the lack of content validity
to support its conclusion that the correlation between
scores on Test 21 and scores on Recruit School examina-
tions was an insufficient basis for finding the necessary
"job - relatedness."

2. Content validity of Test 21.

An apparently simple, but xecessaryllowing under
our analysis is that Test 21 aCttZahices,,measure ver-
bal ability. This would be achieved in the same manner
described above for the determination whether the Re-
cruit School examinations actually measure the subject
matter taught there. Both the District Court and the
Court of Appeals seemed willing to assume that Test 21
did measure verbal ability, perhaps from a perusal of
the versions of the test contained in the record.

3. Correlation of *Test 21 with Recruit School
examinations.

A separate issue raised by Davis is whether Test 21
shoWs a sufficient correlation with the results on the

"Compare Pennsylvania v. O'Neill, 348 F. Supp. 1084 ().D. Pa.
1972), af7'd by an equally divided court, 473 F.2d 1029 (3d Cir.
1973 ( bone)). where the court rejected evidence of the job-
relatedness,uf a test validated against a police department training
program on a variety of grounds, one of which was thati(

"There ig no evidence as to the type of examination adminis-
tered at the Academy. If in fact tests of the type contained on
the entrance examination were used. a high correlation could
be anticipated even if an individual had not mastered the
training material." 348 F. Supp. at 1091.

6 1'
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eight examinations. Both the parties and the courts be-
low seem to agree that Test 21 has been validated as 'a
predictor through the technique of criterion-related valid-
.itywith the criterionAing- scores on' the eight Re-
cruit School examinations and that the correlation was
sufficient and statistically significant under appropriate,
professional standards.

The Court of Appeals did, however, inappropriately
suggest that no correlation between two such examina-
tions could ever suffice. The Court stated that the De-
partment's validation data!

!`tends to prove nothi g more than that a written
aptitude test will accu ately pre'dict performance on
a second round of written examinations, and nothing
to counter this hypotheiis has been presented to us."
512 F. 2d at 962 (footnote omitted)

In contrast, the APA STANDARDS recognize that "[flor
many employment . .. purposes" the "ideal criterion may
be an achievement test. . . ." APA STANDARDS at 34. As
a legal matter, the decisions thus far have suggested that
test-to-test correlation is appropriately questioned only
where the tests are of a similar type. E.g., Pennsylvania v.
O'Neill, 348 F. Supp. 1084 (E.D.Pa. 1972). The record
in this case contains no suggestion, that Test 21, an ap-
titude test, was essentially similar to, or even remotely
resembled, the eight achievement exams used to assess
curriculum mastery."'

.41t is equally unclear, from a legal Terspective, who bears the
burden of showing that "test taking ability" accounted for a par-
ticular correlation. Nevertheless, in suggesting that "nothing to
counter this hypothesis" that the correlations reflected test-taking
abilities "has been presented," the Court of Appeals purported to
dispose of this question, too. At least one decision has suggested
the contrary. Harper v. Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, 359 F.
Stipp. 1187, 1203 (D.Md.),.nzodified and ard sub nom. Harper v.
Klosters, 486 F.2d 1134 (4th Cir. 1973).
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4. Validity of the cut-off score on Test 21.

The fourth 'Measurement issue raised by the Davis
case is one not addressed by either court below. The
record reveals that Test 21 was used by the Department
with a cut-off score of 40; long use seems to have been

the principal explanation for this particular gut-off score.
App. 191. Respondents appear not to have challenged the

use of a cut-off score but to have proposed a lower cut-
o score of 35. 348 F. Stipp. at 17.

Under professional standards, most cut-off scores when
used for employment selection must be validated, usually
through a process independent of the validation of the
test itself. The cut-off score must be demonstrated tb
classify persons with a reasonable level of probability as
to those likely to possess the desired level ofverbal
ability and those not likely to be so equipped.6'

The record in Davis is silent on this issue and this
Court may, therefore, wish to decide whether' the De-
partment's failure to justify the cut-off score provides
grounds for affirming the Court of Appeals or for re-
manding for the taking of evidence on this and the other
issues in the case which would profit from further pro-
ceedings below.

There would he a similar issue with respect to the appropriate-
ness of the cut-off score of 75 on the Recruit School examinations
if that cut-off score wore used for classificatiolmither than advisory
purposes.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, this Court should set
out a single analytical framework to be used in deter-
mining the jtrelatedness of employment selection tech-
niques. That framework should be equally applicable
to test and non-test methods of measuring employment
selection criteria, should be designed to achieve basic
objectives of rationality and fairness, and should be suf-
ficiently flexible to permit a wide range of relevant evi-
dence and to encourage coltWued experimentation and
growth in measurement technology.
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